
a  question  of  whether  the  female
"induced" the rape herself. 

How Many Must Die?

John Vibes
May 5, 2015

(ANTIMEDIA)  Baltimore,  MD  -
Last  week,  an  artist  in  Baltimore
began  writing  names  of  fatal
victims  of  the  police  force  along
the  sidewalk.  She  began  with
victims killed on May 1st of 2013
and  wrote  every  name  that  was
recorded  until  the  present  day.
Names stretched from Penn Station
to a George Washington monument
in the middle of the city, which is
nearly a mile in distance. 

This was no easy task. On the map
below, you can see how long this
artist,  known  only  as  “April,”
traveled down the road to write all
of these names:

To  date  in  2015,  there  have
been398 people killed by police in
the United States. On the flip-side,
40 officers have died in the line of
duty  since  January  1.  Twelve  of
those officer deaths were the result
of  automobile  accidents,  and  ten
others  died  from  heart  attacks.
Which  leaves  us  with  18  officers
killed by violent actions of citizens.

curves,  and the  average  person in
each group just goes by what their
society  accepts.  Both  in  ultimate
action  and  disgust  with  the  other
side. 

It’s The Perp – Not The Victim!

Rules 16, 17 & 18

And  as  part  of  April  being  the
Sexual  Assault  Awareness  Month
we would like to publish 10 rules to
help prevent rape. They are:

1.  Don't  put  drugs  in  women's
drinks.

2 When you see a woman walking
by herself, leave her alone.

3. If you pull over to help a woman
whose  car  has  broken  down,
remember not to rape her.

4.  If you are in an elevator and a
woman gets in, don't rape her.

5.  When  you  encounter  a  woman
who is asleep, the safest course of
action is to not rape her.

6.  Never  creep  into  a  woman's
home through an unlocked door or
window, or spring out at her from
between parked cars, or rape her.

7.  Remember,  people  go  to  the
laundry room to  do  their  laundry.
Do not attempt to molest someone
who is alone in a laundry room.

8.  Use the Buddy System. If  it  is
inconvenient  for  you  to  stop
yourself from raping women, ask a
trusted friend to accompany you at
all times.

9. Carry a rape whistle. If you find
that you are about to rape someone,
blow  the  whistle  until  someone
comes to stop you.

10. Don't forget: honesty is the best
policy.  When asking a woman out
on  a  date,  don't  pretend  that  you
are  interested  in  her  as  a  person;
tell her straight up that you expect
to be raping her later. If you don't
communicate  your  intentions,  the
woman may take it  as a sign that
you do not plan to rape her.

This may sound trivial  to a lot  of
people but the fact of the matter is
in  our  present  society  there  is  a
tendency for even the legal system
to treat rape not as a battery but as

what  is  wrong.  This  authority
figure has for a long time taken the
form of some religious leader. And
this religious leader relies on very
ambiguous  writings  to  determine
what  the "ultimate" authority says
what  is  moral  and  what  is  not
moral.

For  example,  the  Christian  Bible
does  not  come  out  and  say  life
begins  at  point  X.  The  most  you
can read is that children under the
age of 1 month are not counted in
the census, but this just means they
are  not  yet  considered  citizens,  it
does  not  mean  they  are  not
considered  living.  The  degree  of
ambiguity  in  all  religions  will
become more evident as we discuss
each rule.

Now how does the logical thinker
approach  this  problem  of  killing
people? Up until  the present there
is  and never has been anything to
specifically  say  when  it  is  proper
and  improper  to  kill  someone  for
the  logical  thinker.  A lot  of  them
will  respond  with  the  fact  that
everybody  just  knows  when  it  is
not okay to kill someone and when
it is okay, but the reality is the only
trusted  answer  would  be  the  one
that  is  most  advantageous  to  the
one encountering the problem. It is
hard  for  many  logical  thinkers  to
face  the  fact  that  not  a  single
writing  in  over  300,000 years  has
come out and just plain said when
you can and can not kill someone.

So  we  wind  up  with  the  logical
thinker  believing  that  this
commandment  is  continuously
violated by the emotional thinkers
because the commandment is rather
straightforward. It says specifically
that you shall  not kill! That being
the  case,  Christians  should  allow
themselves and their families to be
killed  before  they  would  kill  the
attacker.  But  then  most  Christians
don't  follow this  verbatim for  the
most part and thusly are considered
as having no true words by logical
thinkers.

The  emotional  thinkers  think  of
logical thinkers as immoral because
the  logical  thinkers  rely  on  their
sense  of  empathy  to  determine
what  is  moral  and  thusly  believe
everything  to  them  is  “relative”,
and just depends on the whims of
the logical thinker. Since the logical
thinker  says  the emotional  thinker
is  hypocritical  about  not  exactly
following  “Thou  shalt  not  kill”
while  the  logical  thinker  has  no
written code to have to defend they
are also viewed as a moving target
with no morals.

Both  result  in  fundamentally  the
same conduct by those in the center
of  their  respective  population  bell

What Is Morality?

Rules – All

What is morality? Its definition in
the Merriam-Webster dictionary is

1 a: a moral discourse,statement, or
lesson

  b: a literary or other imaginative
work teaching a moral lesson

2 a: a doctrine or system of moral
conduct

 b  plural:  particular  moral
principles or rules of conduct

3  conformity  to  ideals  of  right
human conduct

4 moral conduct: virtue

We  are  concerned  with  definition
number 3, conforming to ideals of
right human conduct.  Now human
conduct is easy to understand, it is
simply  what  we  do.  What  is  not
clear is what is "right". So first of
all what does right mean?

The applicable parts of right as per
the Merriam-Webster dictionary is:

RIGHT
1: righteous, upright

2: being in accordance with what is
just, good, or proper

3:  conforming  to  facts  or  truth  :
correct
10: acting or judging in accordance
with truth or fact

And this  is  where a  great  deal  of
misunderstanding  between  logical
thinkers  and  emotional  thinkers
occurs.  Logical  thinkers  primarily
use  definitions  3  and  10  while
emotional thinkers tend to rely on
definition 1 and 2.

The  emotional  thinkers  rely  more
on the feeling of what they consider
moral.  Let  us  take  the  Christians
commandment  "  thou  shalt  not
kill".  The  emotional  thinker
realizes  that  taking  the  life  of
another human being is wrong; for
the most part!  It  does not prevent
them from killing someone say to
protect  their  children  fom  being
killed,  or  going  to  war  to  protect
their freedom. These last two items
do not feel immoral to them.

They  often  rely  on  an  authority
figure to tell them what is right and
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to another. If they choose a religion
that  discriminates  against  a  “birth
condition”  then  we  have  no
obligation to honor that choice but
rather must honor the LGBT birth
condition. That being the case, we
must  accept  that  the  sexual
orientation/identity  birth  condition
has  priority  over  the  choice  of
which religion/practice of the birth
condition of spirituality is chosen.

Science And Name Calling

Rule  9,10

There is  a tendency with some of
the  scientific  spokespeople  and
politicians  alike  to  attempt  to
suppress  talk  contrary  to  the
present liberal viewpoint on global
warming.  This  varies  from people
like  Neil  Degrasse  Tyson  calling
people  flat  earthers  or  deniers  to
Senators  questioning  the  ethics  of
scientists  because  they  receive
monies  from  people  who  have  a
vested  interest  in  the  outcome  of
the research.

From a political  standpoint  this  is
extremely  hypocritical  as  the
governments  of  the  world  who
have  a  vested  interest  in  creating
another  scare  tactic  of  global
warming  are  paying  scientists
billions of dollars to do research to
verify  the  doom  and  gloom  of
global warming.

For  the  scientific  spokespeople,
calling others names and letting the
politicians  off  the  hook  is  a  very
gross  violation  of  the  simple
principle that you never attack the
character  of  the  person  but  rather
the persons information, and is also
hypocritical  for  not  requiring  the
same  standards  for  politicians  as
for citizens.

From  a  scientific  standpoint  we
must  understand that  there  are  no
settled sciences. For an example of
this let us discuss one of the most
revered  scientific  theories,
relativity.

For  relativity  to  be  proper  then
gravity must be curved space time,
and there must be an ever so slight
drag of gravity in a rotating mass.
10  years  or  so  ago  the  scientific
community put up a satellite called
Gravity  Probe  B  at  a  cost  in  the
hundred millions of dollar range to
see  if  they  could  detect  frame
dragging  to  verify  relativity.  The

Wyoming are to be treated equally
politically and in the public sphere.
That being the case the only thing a
city should have to do when it may
be evident that some human beings
are not being treated equally is to
make note that some of the human
beings in the state of Wyoming are
not following Sec. 2 and Sec. 3 in
the public sphere and they intend to
ensure  that  these  sections  are
properly  enforced  for  everyone.
This  will  then  properly  put  the
burden on those human beings who
are  not  following  our  Wyoming
Constitution  instead  of  creating  a
situation  where  some are  elevated
above  others  because  they
supposedly  have  some
defect/abnormality that needs some
form  of  special  protection.  The
concept that some need protection
rather  than  some  are  doing  harm
may  satisfy  the  ego  but  it  is
detrimental  to  the  concept  of
equality.

This  ordinance  will  be  met  with
opposition from those who have a
religious objection to LGBT human
beings and insist on enforcing their
religious  views.  And  since  over
90% of the human race is spiritual
it  is  not  unreasonable  to  assume
that  religion  (spirituality)  is  as
inherent in the human condition as
the  LGBT  condition.  And  while
spirituality  and  sexual  orientation
and  identity  may  not  have  a
specific gene associated with them
like skin  color  does  that  does  not
mean  that  they  are  not  a  "birth
condition".  That  being  the  case  a
decision must be made as to whose
rights have priority.

When  you  examine  the  situation
you  understand  that  sexual
orientation  and  identity  is  a
physical  condition  not  external  to
that human being and there are no
choices to be made by that human
being  in  the  matter.  And  while
spirituality  is  also  not  external  to
that human being there are choices
they  must  make,  and  the  biggest
choice  is  the  choice  of  which
religion  and  which  parts  of  that
religion one is going to follow and
this  choice  is  driven  by  external
conditions, not a birth condition. If
religion was like skin color, sexual
orientation, or sexual identity there
would only be one religion, instead
there  are  many  different  religions
being practiced in the world today
or have been practiced in the past
which are not adverse to the rights
of those with sexual orientation and
identity  which  do  not  meet  the
"norm".

Realizing that the practice of every
human's  "spirituality"  (religion)
needs  to  be  left  up  to  that
individual  and  honored  we  must
also  realize  that  their  choice  of
which religion  and which parts of
that religion they follow is just that
- a choice, as evidenced by people
changing  from  religious  to  non-
religious  or  the  other  way around
and their moving from one religion

special protections.

The second problem here is that by
including the city government and
protecting a certain group of people
they are violating the part of Sec. 3
which says "or any circumstance or
condition whatsoever”. The people
who  wrote  the  Wyoming
Constitution knew what they were
doing. And realizing that they could
not  imagine  all  the  things  that
people  come  up  with  they  quite
intelligently  included  the  word
whatsoever  to  cover  some  human
beings  wild  imaginations  to  get
around equality.

Realizing that the intent was proper
because Laramie believes they are
suffering  economic  problems  due
to the murder of Mr. Shepherd and
the  association  of  that  with  his
being gay, a better wording would
be:

"A. Consistent with the findings of
the City Council, it is the intent of
the  City  of  Laramie  that
discrimination  based  upon  a
person's actual or perceived sexual
orientation  or  gender  identity  or
expression like any other condition
whatsoever  is  a  violation  of  the
Wyoming State Constitution Sec 2.
"Equality of all" and Sec. 3. “Equal
political  rights”  and  the  offenders
will be charged as an offense under
the  city's  municipal  code."  or
something similar.

In  this  way  they  would  be
acknowledging  that  they  are  not
saying  that  they  are  limiting
themselves  to  just  some  people
getting  extra  privileges  by having
their  specific  condition  protected,
but rather saying that their specific
condition is the same condition as
"all  members"  of  the  human  race
(which  some  are  ignoring)  and
those that violate it will be treated
just like violating any other human
beings  rights.  This  should  be  the
idea  of  equality  that  should  be
presented by the state of Wyoming.
I  do  not  believe  that  Matthew
Shepard's death should be used as
an excuse to put any group above
another group but rather should be
used  to  ensure  that  everybody  is
treated with equality in the public
sphere.

In this way we don't say that some
group  is  too  weak  and  fragile  or
different such that they cannot live
a normal life without the "normal"
people giving them a higher status.
They  deserve  the  same  status  as
everybody  else,  no  less  and  no
more.  And  in  addition  to
emphasizing  that  these  people  are
equal to every one else, it also says
that those that do not treat everyone
the  same in  the  public  sphere  are
the ones who are wrong, not those
in the LGBT group.

Our present  day population seems
to  ignore  this  well-written
document for some reason. Sec.  2
and  Sec.  3  of  our  Wyoming
Constitution  clearly  says  that  all
human  beings  in  the  state  of

Equality and Mathew Shepard

Rules 4,9,10

On  2015,  May  13  the  City  of
Laramie Wyoming passed their city
ordinance  No.  1914  Illegal
Discrimination.

While the intent of the ordinance is
laudable,  the  effect  is  not.  Our
Wyoming  constitution  already
states:

“Sec.  2.  Equality  of  all.
In  their  inherent  right  to  life,
liberty  and  the  pursuit  of
happiness,  all  members  of  the
human race are equal.”

And

"Sec.  3.  Equal  political  rights.
Since  equality  in  the  enjoyment
of natural and civil rights is only
made  sure  through  political
equality,  the  laws  of  this  state
affecting the political  rights  and
privileges  of  its  citizens shall  be
without distinction of race, color,
sex,  or  any  circumstance  or
condition whatsoever other than
individual  incompetency,  or
unworthiness duly ascertained by
a  court  of  competent
jurisdiction." (underline mine)

And  one  could  reasonably  argue
that  this  ordinance  violates  these
Sections  both  in  principle  and  in
fact.

Under  Section  9.32.010  Purpose
and Intent the ordinance says:

"A. Consistent with the findings of
the City Council, it is the intent of
the City of Laramie that no person
shall be discriminated against based
upon his or her actual or perceived
sexual  orientation  or  gender
identity  or  expression,  as  more
specifically set out in the Chapter."

Combined  with  the  fact  that  this
ordinance includes the city and its
agencies produces two problems.

The  first  problem  with  this
statement  is  that  our  Constitution
says  that  "all  members"  of  the
human  race  are  equal  and  the
wording  of  this  paragraph  gives
some  special  protection  to  certain
people  which  means  that  they  do
not  acknowledge  that  "all
members"  are  equal  and  deserve
equal protection but rather say that
some  members  have  or  need
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results of the experiment did detect
frame dragging.

And then just last year the scientific
community  turned  on  a
multibillion-dollar device called the
Large  Haydron  Collider  and  were
convinced  they  had  detected  the
Higgs Boson. The Higgs boson was
derived  out  of  the  requirement  in
the  standard  model  of  subatomic
particles.  The  standard  model
requires  that  gravity  be  conveyed
between mass with a particle called
the graviton.

So  here  we  have  two  well-
established theories with over  110
years  of  scientific  experiments
verifying them, and yet many of the
experiments prove the other theory
wrong.

Quite  honestly  I  have  not  heard
anyone in either the relativity or the
standard  model  camps  call  each
other names and neither have I seen
politicians  attempt to  squash valid
scientific  results  through  political
measures in either of these camps.

I  have  also  not  heard  any  of  the
high profile scientific spokespeople
call  the  members  of  either  camp
names,  and  derogatory  names  at
that. 

Vice vs. Crime

Vices  Are  Not  Crimes  –  A
Vindication Of Moral Liberty

“Vices  are  those  acts  by  which  a
man harms himself or his property.

Crimes are those acts by which one
man harms the person or property
of another.

Vices are simply the errors which a
man makes in his  search after  his
own happiness. Unlike crimes, they
imply no malice toward others, and
no  interference  with  their  persons
or property.

In vices, the very essence of crime
--- that is, the design to injure the
person or property of another --- is
wanting.

It is a maxim of the law that there
can be no crime without a criminal
intent; that is, without the intent to
invade  the  person  or  property  of
another. But no one ever practises a
vice with any such criminal intent.
He practises  his  vice  for  his  own

happiness solely, and not from any
malice toward others.

Unless  this  clear  distinction
between vices and crimes be made
and recognized by the  laws,  there
can  be  on  earth  no  such  thing  as
individual  right,  liberty,  or
property; no such things as the right
of  one  man  to  the  control  of  his
own person and property,  and the
corresponding and coequal rights of
another  man  to  the  control  of  his
own person and property.

For a government to declare a vice
to be a crime, and to punish it  as
such,  is  an  attempt  to  falsify  the
very nature of things. It is as absurd
as it would be to declare truth to be
falsehood, or falsehood truth.”

Lysander Spooner 1875 

Future Genetic Engineering Idea

Why People Hate Cops

Rule 12 & 18

(ANTIMEDIA) Police  apologists
eternally scratch their heads at the
ungrateful,  unpatriotic,  malicious
morons  who  categorically
disapprove  of  police.  They
chronically  condemn  police-hating
goons  for  their  dangerously
ignorant  allegations  of  abuse,
brutality and corruption.

A newly released  video,  however,
may  solve  police  loyalists’
frustrating  conundrum,  illustrating
exactly why anti-cop sentiment has
reached record highs in the United
States and why increasing numbers
doubt  the  moral  legitimacy of  the
institution itself.

In June of 2013, unarmed Gardena,
California  resident  Diaz  Zeferino
was  suspected  of  stealing  a  bike.
He  and  two  other  unarmed  men
were told to put their hands up by
three  police  officers.  They
complied. When Zeferino appeared
to hesitate, lowering and raising his
hands and apparently removing his
cap,  the three officers  opened fire
on  him,  killing  him  and  injuring
one of the others. According to the
Los  Angeles  Times,  the  District
Attorney declined to file charges.

Gardena  police  attempted  to  keep
the  damning dash  cam footage  of
the  incident  secret,  but  following
the  conclusion  of  a  settlement  for
Zeferino’s  mother—finalized  this
week—the judge ordered the video
to be released. The video, released

by the Los Angeles Times, quickly
went  viral,  attracting  millions  of
views in less than a day.

Many  police  enthusiasts  will  say
that  because  Zeferino  moved  his
hands,  officers  had  every  right  to
shoot  him.  But  the  brutal,
inhumane shooting  of  a  man who
moved  the  wrong  way while
making  no  threats is  exactly  why
police  detractors  label  America  a
police state. It is exactly why they
believe  American  police  smashed
their moral compasses years ago.

The sick reality is that this incident
occurred over two years ago and no
one  knew  but  the  officers,  the
department that covered it up, and
those participating in the settlement
case. The lack of awareness of this
incident  suggests  that  things  like
this happen all the time. There is no
official  record  of  how  many
citizens are killed by police, yet the
numbers  keep  rising.  They  have
surpassed 600 this year alone.

Events  like  these  are  rarely
remedied.  The lone retribution for
grieving  families  often  consist  of
million  dollar  settlements  which
rob taxpayers while failing to bring
back  the  victims.  While  many
police supporters can acknowledge
the  drain  on  tax  dollars  and  the
gruesomeness of  some incidents—
such as the Walter Scott  shooting,
where  even  the  police  department
acknowledged  wrongdoing—many
fail  to  see  the  contradiction  of
claiming  police  are  brave  while
defending  them  for  massacring
unarmed citizens.

There  are courageous  police  who
would  never  commit  such  cold-
blooded  acts.  There  are officers
who  try  to  serve  the  people  and
who have spent their entire careers
doing so. Their noble efforts amid a
sea  of  corruption  and violence  do
not go unnoticed. But even if they
are good  officers  and  they  are
outraged—they  do  not  speak  up.
They do not  speak up because  of
rampant  bullying and  retaliation
from  police  establishments  that
would  rather  see  state-sanctioned
crimes  swept  under  the  rug  than
justice  served.  This  is  evidence
enough  that  law  enforcement
institutions have become murderer-
harboring,  criminal  enterprises
themselves.

The  notion  that  American  police
are  upstanding  officers  who
courageously  defend  freedom,
principle,  and  rule  of  law,  should
not  provide  an  exemption  for
crimes  committed  by  police.  If
American police are to be revered
as courageous (in spite of the fact
that their jobs are  hardly the most
dangerous),  their  bravery  must
extend  to  voicing  opposition  to
wrongdoing—wherever they see it.

As  Mohammad  Mosaddeq  (the
democratically-elected  Iranian
leader  ousted  by  the  CIA and
replaced  by  the  vicious,  former
Shah in 1953 to preserve American

and British oil interests), once said,
“If  I  sit  silently  I  have  sinned.”
Stories  like  Zeferino’s  are  why
people  are  vocal  about  police
brutality.  If  “good officers”  within
departments  are  content  to  sit
silently,  concerned  and  moral
citizens will not.

“But  these  are  isolated  incidents
blown up by the liberal media!” cry
cop  apologists.  Why,  then,  do
American  police  kill  more  people
in  days than  other  countries’
officers  kill  in  decades?  They
ignore  rape  kits and  seemingly
more  often,  commit    rape.
Sometimes  they  sexually  abuse
children. Other times they brutalize
elderly  veterans.  They  kill  and
maim unarmed people and animals
for  sport  around  the  country—
clocking  a  particularly  high  rate
among the mentally ill and further
establishing a disturbing pattern of
bullying  the  weakest  members  of
society.

The  fact  that  police  forces  across
the  country  allow  this  to  happen
and are complicit in covering it up
demonstrates  to  countless  jaded
citizens that there are no good cops
—and  when  there  are,  they  are
chased out  of departments  (if  you
believe police dishonesty and cover
ups are rare occurrences, click here,
here,  here, and  here. And  here and
here. And here).

“But  police  must  kill  to  defend
themselves when criminals attack,”
say the defenders who cannot find a
way  to  justify  the  killing  of
unarmed,  non-violent  “suspects.”
That  may  be.  But  if  police  are
gallivanting  around,  shooting
people at rates exponentially higher
than  other  counties—and are
consistently  caught  lying  and
committing unspeakable, inhumane
acts—it  is  painfully  possible  that
the people police kill because they
are  “aggressive”  or  “moving  to
attack”  are  not  dangerous
whatsoever.  Take  the  case  of  the
mentally ill man killed for wielding
a  terrifying,  spooky    spoon.  Or the
man  shot  for  reaching  for  his
threatening   wallet—and then try to
make  the  case  that  police  are
selfless, valiant heroes.

The Zeferino case illustrates over-
arching,  deeply-rooted  degrees  of
corruption— that even in cases of
indisputable  injustice  and  police
abuse,  “good” officers who would
never  commit  such  acts  remain
silent. Whether this complicity and
inaction  is  out  of  loyalty,  fear,  or
apathy,  the  reasoning  no  longer
matters.  The  deafening  silence  of
“good  cops”  not  only  allows
violent  cops  to  get  away  with
murder—it invites sociopaths intent
on hurting others to join the force
because,  as  the  vast  majority  of
cases  show,  there  are  rarely
repercussions  for  murder  and
misconduct.
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States Rights?

Rule 12

There's  been a  lot  going on about
the  battle  flag  of  the  Confederate
states  lately,  everything  from
Facebook  posts  to  tweets  and
everything  else  on  social  media
along  with  marches  and  removals
of flags and etc. The biggest thing
you hear  on all  of this  is  that  the
Confederate  battle  flag  no  longer
represents  the  confederacy  but
rather  the heritage of  those in  the
South.

My  own  heritage  is  English  and
German. And personally I don't see
anybody rallying around the Union
Jack  or  the  Swastika  Flag  of
Germany.  Not  that  there  is  that
much  that  people  would  find
offensive about the Union Jack but
the fact  of  the  matter  is  it  took a
war for us to become independent
from  the  ideas  espoused  by
England, and a lot of people died in
that  war  so  I  will  not  honor  the
Union Jack and dishonor those that
fought  for  my freedom regardless
of my ancestry. The Swastika Flag
of  Germany  on  the  other  hand
generally  raises  a  considerable
concern  amongst  the  citizenry
because it represents a horrific time
of  death  in  the  world  and  also  a
country where a lot  of our people
died fighting them and their ideas,
and again I will not dishonor them
by flying that flag regardless of my
ancestry.

What does this say about those that
insist  on  flying  the  Confederate
battle flag? For one thing one must
remember  that  it  is  what  it  is,  a
battle  flag.  Each  state  in  the
Confederacy  had  their  own  state
flag, this flag was used strictly for
rallying Confederate  troops to  kill
Union  troops.  To  understand  this
let's  equate this  to  the original  13
colonies  being  the  Union  and  the
Confederacy  being  England.
Regardless  of  the  spirit  and
dedication  of  English  soldiers  the
fact  is  they  fought  to  oppress
people,  not  to  free  them.  And  as
justice  would  dictate,  they  lost.

One of the differences between the
English  and  the  Confederates  is
that  the  Confederates,  like  the
Germans,  were  engaged  in  a
desperate  attempt  to  oppress  not
everybody but just a certain class of
people. In the case of the Germans
it was anybody who did not fit the
white  Christian  definition  of  the

Aryan  peoples  and  for  the
Confederates it was the oppression
of  peoples  born  with  a  dark  skin
tone. And this suppression did not
just  include  economic  or  social
status issues, they both engaged in
murderous oppression.

But  how  do  we  know  that  the
Confederates  were  primarily
interested in  slavery and not as is
commonly  discussed  now  "States
Rights"?  Easiest  way to  tell  is  to
look at what they wrote down. And
one  of  the  more  memorable
speeches  during  the  rise  of  the
Confederacy was that given by the
vice  president  of  the  Confederacy
Alexander H Stevens in Savannah
Georgia on March 21, 1861. In that
speech  he  listed  five  things  that
were  of  greatest  concern  to  the
Confederacy, they were:

1. Complaint - The old constitution
allowed the president to be elected
as  often  as  the people liked.  (106
Words)

2. Complaint - The old constitution
allowed tariffs. (134 words)

3. Complaint - The old constitution
didn't  allow  cabinet  members  to
also  be members  of  the House or
Senate. (304 Words)

4. Complaint - The old constitution
allowed  the  National  Government
to fund improvements in states that
did  not  pay for  the  improvements
(447 Words)

5. Complaint - The old constitution
would  allow  the  majority  to
eliminate  the  enslavement  of
Negros (1468 Words)

So  exactly  how  many  of  these
complaints  have  anything  to  do
with states rights?

How  often  the  president  gets
elected  really  isn't  a  particular
states right, all states have an equal
interest  in  the  election  of  the
president,  so  that's  not  a  states
rights issue.

Tariffs? Since each state has agreed
to  enter  into  a  union  with  other
states,  and  the  tariffs  they  are
talking about are not between states
but rather between states and other
nations it more or less makes sense
that by agreeing to join the group
you kind of have to pay your dues.
And  if  your  dues  consist  of
collecting  money  from
nonmembers when they attempt to
price members out of certain jobs it
is  pretty obvious that you have to
do this is. This isn't the state issue,
it's  a  consideration  of  fairness
within the group.

And  cabinet  members  not  being
able to be members of the House or
Senate  is  surely not  an  individual
states  prerogative.  Again  the
cabinet  members  are  federal
officers and they must be controlled
by the group, not by some nebulous
state proclamation!

One state paying for improvements
in  another  state  is  in  fact  a  state
issue. But it is only a state issue if

that state refuses any and all group
money.  In  other  words  if  you  are
willing to forgo any federal money
whatsoever  then  it  is  reasonable
that what money you do give to the
federal government not go towards
funding  other  states  but  rather
funding  things  like  the  Army  the
Navy the Air Force etc. So here is
the  first  states  right  issue  that  is
important to the Confederacy.

And  the  final  complaint  was  that
the northern part of the group was
going to outlaw slavery. The south
saw slaves as property (not human
beings) and as such saw the group
as interfering with its  internal and
religious rights. This would appear
to be the second states rights issue
for the Confederacy.

The key word here is appear. Since
the justification for slavery is only
found within religion, and no state
had its own religion, slavery is only
justifiable  as  an  individual's  right,
in  this  case in  the writings  of the
Christian  Bible,  to  keep  another
human being as a slave. Since the
state,  even  in  the  Confederate
Constitution (CC Art. I Sec. 9.(12))
grants everybody religious freedom
the state had no interest whatsoever
in keeping slavery legal contrary to
the  religious  beliefs  of  deists,
atheists, agnostics, some Christians
and such unless the state itself was
willing  to  violate  its  own
constitution in order to accomplish
that.  Slavery  then  being  an
individual  religious  justification
which the state can neither approve
nor  disapprove  means  that  this  is
not a states rights issue, it is strictly
a  human  rights  issue  which  all
states have an interest in since the
people are  guaranteed the right  to
travel  anywhere  in  the  U.S.
(Constitution Article IV, Section 2,
Clause 1).

Since  4/5  of  the  Confederates
issues were not states rights issues
and  only  one  issue  actually  is  a
states rights issue the Confederacy
and  its  supporters  cannot  claim
states rights as the primary issue in
the Civil War.

But  how can  we  be  sure  that  the
majority  of  their  feeling  was  not
towards this one states rights issue?
To find out one only need to look at
how  many  words  were  expended
on  the  issues.  On  the  issue  to
enforce their religious view on the
right to treat other human beings as
property he spoke 1,468 words. On
the 3 issues where they demanded

the right to tell the group what to
do  he  spoke  544  words.  On  the
states rights issue of who pays for
internal  improvements  he  spoke
447 words.

Based on this we can see that the
major issue was first that the state,
contrary  to  its  own  constitution,
enforce the christian’s right to treat
other  human  beings  as  property.
Their next most important item was
strictly  administrative  items  they
were trying to force on everybody.
And finally  his  least  concern  was
with  a  states  rights  issue.  Again
showing that states rights was not
the primary issue of the Civil War,
but  rather  a  minor  issue.  About
60% of his concern was with their
right to treat other human beings as
property,  22% of  his  concern was
with  their  right  to  tell  the  group
what to do, and the remaining 18%
was  with  states  rights.  The
glaringly  obvious  concern  of  the
Confederacy was with their right to
enforce their Christian Bibles belief
that they could hold another human
being  as  property  and  that  that
religious belief was worth fighting
a war over. 

I  am sure that  many of  the white
men  who  fly  this  flag  believe
themselves to be a" rebel" without
a  cause  and  represent  either  the
underdog or  the fight  against  "the
man". And this is where things are
so  terribly  wrong.  It  is  not  so
terribly wrong to help the underdog
or  to  oppose  authority,  but  when
you do it under the guise of a flag
that  represents  people  being
suckered into killing others in order
to  oppress  more  people  while
making others  richer  shows either
extreme  inhumanity  or  excessive
stupidity,  not  bravery,  and  most
assuredly not heroism. 
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